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When life gives you lemons …
“All of my research studies have consistently focused on ‘positive concepts,’ such as

could still change.

strengths and assets of individuals, rather

“Personal resourcefulness is learned,”

than shortcomings, deficits and disorders,”

says Bekhet. “We learn it through condition-

says Bekhet. “More specifically, I’m

ing, modeling and formal or informal

interested in the concepts of positive

instruction. And since it is learned, it can

cognitions and resourcefulness.”

be taught.” With that in mind, Bekhet has

In one study, Bekhet taught small groups

Why is it that some of us are better than

resourcefulness, Bekhet showed them they

also examined strategies that staff in

of relocated residents personal and social

assisted and independent living facilities

resourcefulness strategies, such as reliance

can use to help new residents adjust.
Bekhet says that resourcefulness

on family and friends, exchanging ideas

others at making lemonade? No, not the

with others, reframing situations positively,

strategies can be applied to any stressful

refreshing summertime drink. In regard to

and exploring new ideas. She also asked

situation, not just the relocation of older

the proverbial “When life gives you lemons,

residents to respond to “positive cognition”

adults. With more than 20 published or

make lemonade,” what makes some people

statements, such as “I am hopeful about

accepted articles about positive cognition

able to adjust to changes and adversity

my future” and “I am in control of my life”

and resourcefulness, and funding from the

better than others?

to measure how well residents were able

nursing honor society, she next plans to

to think positively. Then she assessed

broaden her research. “I would like to

the effectiveness of what she taught

expand my resourcefulness intervention

older adults who have relocated to assisted

the residents by asking them which

studies to other high-risk populations, such

or independent living facilities, evaluating

aspects were most helpful and what

as caregivers of individuals with dementia,”

how well new residents might adjust to that

could be improved. And for residents

she says. — TO

life-altering change.

who lacked strong positive thinking and

Dr. Abir Bekhet, assistant professor of
nursing, is finding out why. She studies

Tales of The apocalypse
Dr. Andrei Orlov, associate professor of theology, was born in

expand on characters and stories found in the Hebrew and Catholic

the former Soviet Union in 1960 — the height of the Cold War.

Bibles. Enoch, for instance, is referenced in the Book of Genesis.

During the next 30 years, Orlov watched the country crumble from

The story Orlov studies depicts visions of heaven and hell revealed

a military and scientific juggernaut that launched Sputnik to a country

to Enoch, who was taken to heaven and then sent back to earth to

with a shattered economy and political structure.

share with his sons ethical laws God wishes men to live by. These

“Growing up in the Soviet Union as a child you thought everything was great,” Orlov recalls. “Then you watch as the ideological
framework of your world collapses into darkness.” Whether things

revelations alter reality for Enoch, his sons and their followers,
causing them to rethink their morals and question their past beliefs.
Found among writings like the Dead Sea Scrolls, these supple-

were good or bad, Orlov says, beliefs were destroyed. “Both the

mental stories provide additional context and understanding to

spiritual and physical world we knew completely changed.”

Biblical texts, along with the culture and religious environment they

Orlov thinks that experience might have inspired his fascination
with apocalyptic stories, the focus of his scholarly work. He is now

were written in, Orlov says.
This spring and summer, Orlov will hold a prestigious fellowship

a world-renowned expert on pseudepigrapha — ancient Jewish

at the Institute for Advanced Studies at the Hebrew University of

religious writings with disputed authorship written between 200 B.C.

Jerusalem. He will work with other leading scholars from Russia,

and 200 A.D. that are not included in the Hebrew or Catholic Bibles.

Israel, Sweden and the United States on how the traditions and

The apocalyptic stories he studies include the Second Book of
Enoch (2 Enoch) and the Apocalypse of Abraham. Both books

beliefs of Jewish and Slavic cultures influenced and interacted with
the one other. — AB

